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RELEASE INFO 

 
Nausea. Disorienting. Anxious. Unsettled. It is hard to imagine better words for the debut 
release by post-noise rap pioneers Moodie Black. Like the concept of Nausea itself used in 
existential philosophies of Jean Paul Sartre, the album is a sonic confrontation with the 
beauty of an unsettled mood, a disconnection with what is everyday and common. 

Following up their 2013 self-titled E.P. that herald their mastery of integrating hip-hop 
styled rap with punishing noise, static, and industrial yet melodic soundscapes, Nausea 
offers audiences a different vision of what noise rap can be. 
 
Unlike the uptempo tracks found on their self-titled E.P. release (No Blood ft. Ceschi 
Ramos; Hipster Death; Last Griot ft. Dälek), Nausea reveals a more downtempo, near 
catatonic, dystopian, and beautiful mood. The band seems to have traded in raw, 
punishing static force, for more sophisticated ambient sounds and progressions. The 
album has a dark continuity and holds together well under its half-time rhythmic, head 
nod inducing pulses. 
 
Lyrics tell a story about the band’s frustrations with mass conformity, societal lack of 
sincerity, all while also paying homage to the transcendent quality of the human struggle 
as a meaningful one.  
 
Like the existential concept of Nausea itself, Moodie Black’s Nausea present sonic basic 
truths about human nature and existence. As its big beats, prodding rhythms, on point 
lyrical flows, wailing vocals, blissed out synth and dark guitars come crashing down upon 
us, Nausea upsets our everyday understanding of not only noise rap by shocking us into a 
new awareness about the genre, but also about what existence more generally, can be. 
 
It’s hard to say that you just listen to this album. It’s better to say you experience it. It is 
a sonic journey. 
 
Listen with caution. 
 

BIOGRAPHY 

 
Shaped and formed in the deserts of Arizona, Moodie Black pulled themselves from the 
dust, undaunted by criticism for their abrasive sound and controversial stage shows since 
2004. Regarded as a legitimate pioneer of mood in a very small class of noise rap (Death 
Grips, BLACKIE, Dalek), the band's unorthodox approach to production, mixing, and live 
performance has begun to be recognized by the human masses. Outfitted with 
disembodied baby heads tethered to gold chains, Moodie Black is visceral, melodic, and of 
course devastatingly moody. 
 

CREDITS 

 
All tracks produced by C.Martinez of Moodie Black  
All lyrics by C.Martinez 
Recorded by C. Martinez @Die Record House 
Mastered by Bob Lindberg of Gravebomb 
Artwork by Jamee Varda of Moodie Black 

 

DISTRIBUTION 
 
Dora Dorovitch (Vinyl) 
Jarring Effects (Digital France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxemburg) 
Fake Four Inc via Redeye (CD and Digital rest of the world) 
 
 
 
 
 

     

 

 

FILE UNDER 

 

Noise Rap 

Experimental hip-hop 

 

IN THE SAME CREATIVE BALLPARK 

 

Death Grips 

Dälek 

B L A C K I E 

 

TRACKLIST 

 

A1. Hawk Vs. Vulture - 3:20 

A2. S K I E S - 4:28 
A3. LA Part 1 - 5:04 

A4. LA Part 2 - 5:04 

A5. Linen Funerals - 5:00 

 

B1. Christ - 4:21 

B2. Mollyap - 2:34 

B3. The Mass - 4:26 

B4. W O L V E S - 4:15 

B5. White Buffalo - 3:57 

B6. B - 4:53 
 

BAND MEMBERS 

 

Chris Martinez a.k.a “K.” (MC) 

Sean Lindahl (Guitar) 

David Norbert (Drums) 

 

PREVIOUS RELEASES 

 

Moodie Black EP 

(2013, Fake Four Inc) 

 

Sana Sana EP 

(2011, Self released) 

 

Responsive Chord EP 

(2009, Self released) 

 

WEB 

 

www.moodieblack.com  
www.soundcloud.com/moodie-black  
www.facebook.com/moodieblackmusic 

www.doradorovitch.fr/#!moodie-

black/c1yn8 

 

LABELS 

 

Dora Dorovitch Records (fr) 

www.doradorovitch.fr  
 

Jarring Effects (fr) 

www.jarringeffects.net  

 

Fake Four Inc (usa) 

www.fakefourinc.com  

 

BOOKING 

 

EUROPE: soufiane@shabaz.net 
USA/worldwide: moodieblack@gmail.com 

 

PROMOTION 

 

press@doradorovitch.fr 

 

INFO 

Cat-Nr. : DORA 021 

Format : vinyl / CD / digital  


